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Retail  
Security Solutions
Whether it’s a small boutique or a large franchise with 

hundreds of locations, there are a few operational priorities 

that all retail businesses share. These include reducing 

shrink, tracking customer foot traffic, managing user 

access and monitoring properties remotely. Alarm.com for 

Business has the technology to address all this and more 

with our unified commercial security platform.

WHAT MATTERS MOST

72% of food and beverage businesses report that counting the number of customers entering or 
exiting the location is a “very” valuable capability.1 

Business Activity Analytics by Alarm.com uses virtual tripwires and ground zone to 
determine net occupancy of spaces and wait lines and alerts you when capacity is reached. 

1 Deutch, K. (2021, February 24). Top Retail Industry Trends in 2021. Square.  
https://squareup.com/us/en/townsquare/retail-trends.  

Reducing Shrink 
Decrease merchandise theft with an easy-to-use system that 
your loss prevention team can rely on.

Tracking Customer Foot Traffic 
Gain actionable insights to improve staffing efficiency, 
optimize product placement and measure queue wait times. 

Managing Employee Access 
Keep track of employees or customers accessing business 
locations, while also monitoring and securing entryways.
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Retail Theft Prevention
Merchandise theft costs businesses 

about $850 per year.2 Alarm.com 
technology can monitor high value 

product areas and send immediate alerts 
if prohibited areas are accessed. 

User Code Management
Employees opening late and closing early 
cost businesses an average of $1,400 per 
year.3 Avoid this with user activity alerts 

and get notified when an employee is 
opening late or closing early.

A SOLUTION FOR ANY APPLICATION

Operational Insight
See what’s happening inside your 

business at all times and receive regular 
operational reports that help you make 

informed decisions.

OPTIMIZE YOUR OPERATIONS

An All-In-One Solution 
Keep track of it all on a single, intuitive interface with the Enterprise Dashboard 
and view footage of your properties from anywhere, anytime with the easy-to-
use mobile app.

You’re in good company 
More than 600,000 businesses rely on Alarm.com for Business technology to 
protect properties, people, inventory, and more. 

2 3  Parks Associates, Alarm.com Medium and Large Commercial Business Survey 2021

Roughly 62% of retailers find it very appealing to use customer tracking 
data to determine how many employees to schedule for each shift. 

With Business Activity Analytics, you can get data about checkout 
line lengths and customer wait times at your business, giving you 
insight into the number of employees you need to staff for coverage 
at specific times.
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